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downloads Free membership Unlimited disk space aimtastic.Filial piety has played a major role in
the morality of the Chinese state and society ever since Confucius (551-479 BCE) developed it into a
national ethos. The concept has survived in many families, keeping the filial bond alive. But what
does it really mean to be a good filial son or daughter? Click on the infographic to enlarge it. Filial
piety is defined as being good to ones parents, filial sons or daughters giving their parents all
possible help and care. My observation from China is that most parents might not ask for help while
they are well, but they will definitely want help when they are sick. A man who is a filial son and
daughter is usually someone who works hard to support his family, but also takes some time to go to
his mother/father when they are ill. Being a filial son or daughter is also a huge responsibility. Not
only does he/she have to take care of his/her parents, but also other family members and the whole
society. Being a filial son or daughter can be a rewarding experience, but is also exhausting. When I
was about to start my journey in China, there was one filial mother who told me this: "It's easy to
think that I'm a filial mom but I've been teaching my son filial piety too. He has already become a
very wise boy (laughs). I am a very lucky mom and I am very proud of him. It is a huge responsibility
being a filial daughter in a family. I do feel so exhausted especially when I am sick. I was also sick
for a while. But I am glad that I haven't been to any restaurants or bars, which is my son's
responsibility now." Join the conversation at @bruce_thompson_zh.The present invention relates
generally to a device for making dielectric caps for semiconductor chips, and more specifically, to a
device for automatically trimming dielectric caps
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